Relevance of Professor Schlingloff's Work on Ajanta

I. Fergusson and Ajanta
Dividing line between Hinayana and Mahayana.


Introduction of Image worship ;



Besides a Prayer hall, a personal chapel/shrine within a monastery unit/ Vihara;



New trends in religious architecture of the Deccan : Kanheri ( first Buddha Image of the
Deccan ) , Junnar ( flat roofed hall with a shrine ) and Nasik (residential unit provided
with a shrine at the back)

II. Changes Indicative of Transition from Hinayana to Mahayana.


Language : Sanskrit replacing Prakrit;



Formula of donatory inscriptions changes : mention of the share in merit of Donor's
parents and all beings in the world , leading to enlightenment;



Conventions regarding painting /decorating the residential cell : in addition to decorative
designs like creepers and auspicious motifs, narrative scenes from Jatakas now
allowed;

III. Ajanta and Narratives


Sources of narrative now different from those used earlier in sites like Sanchi and
Bharhut;



Aryasura's Jatakamala the main source for the narratives : A couplet from the work is
quoted along with the painted scene;



Avadanas like Simhalvadana and Samsaracakra ( inspired by Mahavastu ) not part of
the Jatakas figure in the themes;



Cult of Avalokitesvara prominently illustrated ( cf. Cave 26 and verandah of Cave 4 );

IV. Contribution of Schlingloff and Monika Zin


Sources different from those utilized earlier , like the Sarvastvadins ( including
Mulasrvastivadins ) and the canon translated in Chinese are utilised;



Understanding the significance of the cults of Bodhisattvas, Yakshas, that of Samajas ,
and other religious motifs;



relationship between the Monks and Laity;



Interpretation of the society and material culture ( the female guard in In the Shibi-Jataka
and the depiction of foreign royal figures and their retinue;



Identification of some hitherto unidentified narratives, including those in the early Prayer
halls;

V. General Observations


Paintings of two types : those part of a progrmme, and ones that are Intrusions;



Difference in the social strata of patrons in the Early and Later Phase; difference in their
objectives and ideologies ( e.g. Monk Buddhabhadra, the Ashmaka prince, their spiritual
welfare ) ;



Monks and Laity ; emphasis on ' dana ' ( cf. Patron of cave nos. 17-20);



Reinterpreting the contemporary Society and the Material culture in light the light of the
sources newly identified by the researches of Professor Schlingloff and Monica Zin.

Relevance of Professor Schlingloff's Work on Ajanta.

The European orientalist mind was fascinated by the religious thought of the East. One of the
reasons might have been that the roots of the Christian religion were in West Asia.
Philosophers like Nietzsche and Schopenhauer evince the mysterious attraction that the two
great philosophers had for the Zoroastrian and the Buddhist religion . This is again reflected in
the series edited by Max Muller , the Sacred Books of the East, that included the major religions
the east , viz. Zoroastrianism , Jainism , Hinduism and Buddhism, the last as it flowered in the
North and the South of Asia. The European orientalists this way studied and tried to understand
Buddhism from its oral/written tradition . Another was to study the tangible heritage in the form
of its religious architecture, sculpture and painting . Such an exercise was done by scholars like
Ferguson , Baschofer, Vogel , A. Stein, Herzfeld ( Dynastic Arts of the Kushans ? ) , John
Marshall, Benjamin Roland, Dietrich Seckel and others.

I. Fergusson and Ajanta
Ferguson, who can be said to be a pioneer among these and ultimately turned into a historian of
world architecture, was initially attracted to a specific form and expression of the Buddhist

architecture ; their rock-cut architecture , which was one of the earliest forms in which the
Buddhist artistes expressed themselves. Young James Ferguson , while following his elder kin
in search of a good career in the East India Company's realm , was struck by the rock-cut
architecture because of its uniqueness.here was something that matched the grandeur of the
then known rock-cut architecture of other countries like Egypt, Persia or Turkey , but in no way
influenced by any architecture outside India and served the purpose for which it was created,
and had its own organic growth. He termed such architecture as the ' true architecture' , in
contrast with that which was influenced by other other architectural tradition/s. ferguson studied
the rock-cut architecture of India with the help of four tools , viz. a)Historical framework, b)
Religious tradition, c) Ethnography, and d) Chronology to arrive the development and relative
chronology of the religious architecture of the Buddhists. For the sake of convenience,
Ferguson divided the Buddhist monuments in two groups , viz. a) the Hinayana and b)
Mahayana. After describing the early monuments in Western India , he took the description of
the Buddhist rock-cut caves at Ajanta , Aurangabad and Nasik, as these Prayer halls at these
sites had , in place of the stupa , a Buddha image or one fixed against the stupa, as an object of
worship. Besides this distinguishing feature , which he mentions as an important criteria, he also
must have been induced to take into consideration the plan of the residential cells that were
provided with private shrine at back of the vihara unit.
Scholars like Walter Spink, Vidya Dahejia and S. Nagaraju who wrote dissertations on the Early
Phase of Western Indian rock-cut buddhist caves , as the Hinayana architecture of the region
hitherto has been referred to had accepted this classification given by Ferguson. This was the
case of all the art historians like M. G. Dikshit , M. N. Deshpande and others that wrote after
him. And that is the reason why Suresh Jadhav , S. Nagaraju , M. K. Dhavalikar and others felt
the need of something like an architectural bridge or transition between the two groups of
monuments. In fact Dhavalikar wrote his monograph on the Late Hinayana Caves.
First noticeable change is to be seen is in cave nos. 3 and 10 at Nasik attributed to
Gautamiputra Satakarni and Nahapana. These caves are distinct from other vihara caves in that
, for the first time there is a stupa in the back wall of the vihara , and the residential complex
provides for 20 theras, presence of a given number of whom was required for the confirmation
of a novice into a full-fledged monk. Solitary occurrences of stupas , in some cases of local
acharyas/ senior monks is noticed in a cave at Mahad (*) , and in the Vihar at Kondne is noticed
, even in earlier times. There are two ways the development is taking place. There are changes
in the plan of the Vihara , with special provisions like that of a stupa within it ; and some are
seen in the plan of the prayer hall itself in the form of the flat roof instead of the wagon vaulted
one .this resulted in the the parasol of the stupa touching the ceiling of the hall. That such a
transition was a conscious act can be seen from the example of a prayer hall in the Ganesh
Lena group at Junnar. Similar examples, on a smaller scale, serving vihara units are also to be
seen in the complex at Kanhri.
The most important and noticeable among these is of course the introduction of image worship.
Early buddhism is marked by aniconic representation of the the Buddha . At Sanchi , for
example , in narratives as also religious themes the Bodhisattva / Buddha is represented
through different symbols appropriate many times to the occasion. The parasol, foot prints, royal

throne, the Peepal tree, the wheel of law, the stupa and the 'the three jewels are the symbols to
indicate the presence of The Lord. It was some time in the Kushan reign that the came to be
represented in the human form . There are legends , in buddhist literature , to explain the need
to present the lord in an anthropomorphic form , but these seem to be of late origin , put forward
to justify rather than explain the practice. And the practice similarly had not to do apparently with
the difference between Hinayana and Mahayana. The orthodox Buddhism in Sri Lanka and the
regions in Southeast Asia do include the Budhha image in their ritual of worship. The earliest
Buddha image in Sri Lanka can be dated to 3rd cent. C. E. When asked at the time of his
death, by Ananda, his close disciple , the Budhha reacted by saying that the best way to
worship him was to follow the ' eightfold path' preached by him.It was only on Ananda's
insistence , on the ground that his devotees would like to offer some sort of formal worship that
the Buddha suggested erection of funerary mounds, the stupas , that were employed in the
case of the Cakravartins. He ,of course did not forget to add that stupas could be erected in
memory of exalted teachers , preachers and even ordinary monks. A close study of the earliest
dated images ( dated to 2 nd cent. C. E. Sarnath, Kaushambi and Mathura ) shows that these
are not of the Budhha , but of Bodhisattva. This implied that even Bhikshu Bala , who was a
Sarvativadin , meant perhaps that anthromorphic representation of Gautma Buddha could be
made only in his capacity as Bodhisattva , and not as the Buddha (cf. R. C. Sharma , Art of
Mathura check the whole argument in the light A. K. Narain's article on the Earliest image of the
Buddha ). In the case of Maharashtra , the first iconographic representation of the Budhha
seems to have been done in cave no. 3 at Kanheri . The most visible of which are two such
representations on the shaft portion of the standard (dhvaja) , outside in the courtyard of the
cave. The one at the base of the shaft is a standing image , while the one on the top of the shaft
is the seated one; both evincing close similarity with the early representations at Mathura. There
is one more similar representation on one of the pillars inside in the nave. As the dedicatory
inscription ( of the reign of Yajnasri Satakarni ) avers , the cave was made for the use of the
monks of Bhadrayaniya nikaya. It may be noted that cave no. 3 at Nasik, known as ' devilena' ,
was also in favour of the monks of same nikaya. It seems the process of replacing the stupa as
the main object of worship with an image seems to have taken a momentum in the Western
Indian caves; and that is reflected in cave 4 ( check) at Pala , near Mahad. As we would see
later the process continues in the caves of later phase at Ajanta.

II. Changes Indicative of Transition from Hinayana to Mahayana.

a) One of the changes that indicates transition from what is called Hinayana to Mahayana can
be said to be the change in the language used for donatory inscriptions. If in the caves of the
Earlier phase in the Western India , the language used is inscriptional Prakrit ( cf. M. A.
Mehendale's work on Inscriptional Prakrit ) , in the caves of Later Phase it is chaste Sanskrit.
Such a change is easily perceptible in caves at Ajanta and Nasik. Besides the label inscriptions
accompanying the narratives rendered in paint , and some stray stanzas , including one from
Jatakamala , there are three eulogies in caves no. 16, 17 and 26 are all in beautiful classical
Sanskrit.

b) There is a perceptible change in the formula used in donatory inscriptions . Usually the
inscription would start with ' Deyadhammo' yam ...... ' or could end with ' pasādo' after
mentioning the name of the donor. The idea was that the act of liberality was a pious deed that
formed a duty of the householder, which also shed light on his graciousness. The new formula
shows awareness on the part of the donor that he is going to earn merit , but does not want to
be the sole recipient of it ; he instead would like to dedicate that first to his parents and then for
the liberation of all the beings in this world. Such an aspiration is significant in the light of the
functions expected of a Samyaksambuddha , as laid down in the Mahavastu-Vinaya. The
Vinaya says that the Samyaksambuddha should i ) set the wheel of Law of law in motion, ii )
preach to his mother, iii) to his father, iv) and all beings in this world , and v )should appoint his
successor, the future Buddha , i.e. in the case of Shakya Gautama , the appointment of
Maitreya as his successor.
c) There is a change in the conventions and relaxation s of the rules in the upkeep of the
residential units. As per the provisions in the ' senasanavagga' of the Chullavagga, the
residential units were to be painted in three colours , viz. white , black and brown. The black
being for the floor, the brown for the walls and the white being for facade.No figures of even
animals, not to mention of men and women, were supposed to be drawn by the monks
themselves or others at their instance by their lay devotees . The commentator goes to the
extent of remarking that the monk cannot even ask the lay person ' to draw or paint a
doorkeeper ' . He can by himself draw and paint garlands of flowers, or creepers and the like.
He can however order to/ commission to get painted objects that induce one get disgusted of
the worldly life , or narratives that please the mind , such as an unparalleled act of munificence
or pertaining to the Jataka stories. (cf. Chullavagga-Parivara-Parivara-Atthakatha , Igatpuri ).It is
therefore not a coincidence that at Ajanta , in the earlier phase , the Jataka panels are not
painted in the residential units but in caves no. 9&10 , which are prayer halls. Whereas in the
vihara caves of later phase , dated to 5th century C.E., the walls decorated / painted with
narrative panels from the Jatakas and Avadanas. It need not surprising that the Atthakatha ,
which is probably contemporary to the creations of the later phase at Ajantha , makes an
exception for the narratives from the Jatakas.
III Sources of the Painted Themes Depicted on the Walls of Viharas
The sources of these themes painted on the walls of the Viharas of the later phase are not
limited to the Pali Jatakas , as in the case of the narratives that are tone seen on the railings
and arches at Bharhut and Sanchi. As the label inscriptions , which are in Sanskrit, that are
provided by the side of the figures in some of the painted narratives at Ajanta ( e.g. Vishvantara
Jataka ) show the sources were in Sanskrit. Aryashura's Jatakamala was definitely one of the
sources , as a couplet from the Maitribala Jataka is seen painted in the veranda of cave no. 2.
As researches of Prof. Schlingloff and others very clearly show , the sources for the life of the
Buddha , the story of Sundari and Nanda and the Simhalvadana are respectively Lalita-vistara,
the epic Saundarananda and the Divyavadana. The researches of Prof. Schlingloff show that
these can even be the extant Sarvastivadi/ Mulasarvastivadi literature or that is lost , but now
survives in translations made into Chinese and Tibetan. The source of the motif of
Samsaracakra , depicted in the veranda of cave no. 17 , can be sought in Mahavastu , as

shown by Prof. Meena Talim. While twin themes like Dīpańkara Jataka and the Buddha giving
his begging bowl to Rãhula can traced back to Nidana-Atthakatha, the so-called Litany of
Avalokitesvara to Saddharmapundarika-sutra, the Shravasti Miracle , the Descent at
Sankashya, Mara's Attack and the Samaja can be traced back to different sources.

IV Professor Schlingloff 's contribution.
Professor Sclingloff's contribution to the studies in narrative art of Ajanta are thus unique and
would have far-reaching effect on the future researches on Ajanta. If on one hand the
researches of Professor Spink have helped us to understand the formation of the site in the later
phase, the relative chronology of the caves and the internal chronology of individual caves as
also the painted narratives, and the interrelationship of the caves of the later phase at Ajanta
and those at other sites like Bagh , Aurangabad and Ellora, those of Professor Schlingloff have
have helped us in identifying more accurately the narratives, not only in the prayer halls of the
Early Phase ( caves no. 9& 10 ) but also those in the caves of Later Phase. If in earlier times it
sufficed to trace the source of the narratives and themes to only the Pali Jatakas and the
Jatakamala of Aryashura, with the studies of Professor Schlingloff it became clear that we
cannot adequately understand the significance without widening the scope to the vast
Sarvastivadi , Mulasarvastivadi and the translations of the lost Buddhist Sanskrit literature. Not
only the narratives of the Jatakas have different versions, but the religious themes , when
repeated can acquire fresh elements , and thus get transformed in composition and appearance
, and also can acquire new connotation. The significance of this new connotation can be
understood in the light of the different sources referred to above.
Professor Schlingloff and Dr. Monica Zinn have another significant contribution to their credit ,
and that is in the form of the reconstructed line drawings that have been done with the help of
different reproductions that were done in the past by individual artistes , their groups , or
enterprising persons like Griffith or Lady Herringham. These new drawings are going to be of
immense help to scholars in future.
One more aspect of the work of Professor Schlingloff will have tobe taken ,into consideration
from the point of view of future research in the reconstruction of the material culture as
understood from the contents of the narrative paintings . Professor Schlingloff himself drawn our
attention to small details like dress of the foreign female guard of probably Greek origin in the
Shibi Jataka. Professor Dhavalikar's study on the Material culture (1963) is quite well known ,
but it will have to be supplemented with the help of new literary sources brought to our notice by
Professor Schlingloff , and even modified , if required.
One more aspect that needs to be further probed is the relationship between the monk and the
laity. It is very clear that the type of support from the masses that was in the early phase , is
absent in the later phase. The patrons in the later phase write their inscriptions in Sanskrit, and
are from the higher strata of the society; they are ministers, feudatories and monks in higher
positions with support from royal families.That the plans of the Viharas and probably the new
prayer halls also , were in imitation of the palace structures in the capital; the pillar forms , the
facades of the prayer halls 19&26, ceilings of both the prayer halls and the Viharas , their rich

decorations - all attest to this observation. The scenes from everyday life , viz. the animal fights,
the jesters, especially the bacchanalian scenes are contrary to the precepts in the Pali canon.
The proclamations made in the donatory inscriptions about the fulfillment of worldly aspirations
like charming bodily appearance suggest advent of new ideas and aspirations of the monks as
also the laity. This must have given rise to to anew dimension in the relationship between the
monks and the laity. An aspect of this is given expression to by a senior monk , Buddhabhadra ,
under whose guidance the excavation work of cave no.26 was being done . Along with his
heartfelt desire that whatever merit was generated in creating the shrine be useful in attainment
of the ' mahabodhi ' for the benefit of Bhavviraja, the said minister of the Ashmaka king , his
own parents and all the sentient beings in the world. In the usual mahayanistic formula used in
donatory inscriptions , Bhikshu Buddhabhadra added specially the name of his friend
Bhavviraja , because the latter was 'a close friend through many lives ' (anekajanmantarabaddha-sauhridam ). This typical deference for close associates was a mind set in line with
Shkya Buddha , which is given expression to in the Jataka stories as also the Jatakamala of
Aryashura . In the Hamsa-Jataka , for example the royal Goose mentions about his association
with the minister goose as abiding for innumerable births , and being something like a sacred
bondage. Bhikshu Buddhabhadra feels that it was his bounded duty to look after the spiritual
welfare of his friend ,as was his in the case of his parents . This attitude of monks towards the
laity was a new factor that added a different dimension to their mutual relationship.
Another important aspect of the religious conduct of the lay was emphasis on charity ( dāna ) .
That dāna was appreciated equally both by the monks as also by the laity is clear from the
inscriptions From the above it is very clear that the work of Professor Sclingloff has given a new
perspective in understanding the sources that might have inspired the monks and artistes at
Ajanta to render the jataka narratives , and their by reconstructing what type of dynamic
changes were taking place in the monastic and lay community (sangha ) at and around Ajanta.
The results othe investigations at Ajanta proper had its own repercussions on the Mahayana
sites that rose and prospered in Ancient Maharashtra and India in general. The later spread and
history of Mahayana affected a very wide area , even beyond the frontiers of India ,and thus the
future studies inspired by the seminal work of Professor Schlingloff are also going to be
significant field of Buddhist studies in general and Art History in particular.
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